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By SARAH JONES

As retailers strive to fill out their omnichannel capabilities, they may be investing in more than consumers expect,
want or need, according to a new report from A.T. Kearney.

From lightning fast fulfillment to in-store technology, certain additions may be unnecessary for retailers to win
consumers' loyalty and dollars. At the same time, one resource that has the power to drastically impact a retailer's
bottom line is largely ignored: its store associates.

"Store associates can make the greatest impact for luxury retailers versus other sectors," said Ryan Fisher, co-author
of the study and a principal in A.T . Kearney's consumer and retail practice. "Luxury clients expect a differentiated
experience, that in many times is delivered through personal interaction.

"Luxury retailers rely on store associates to be the front line with customers, driving the brand, driving the purchase
and creating what may be described as 'irrational loyalty'the client will choose the retail brand first, regardless of
price, location, etc.," he said.

"Technology can help to deliver this experience, but it cannot replace the impact of a highly skilled store associate
who forms a real connection with the luxury client. If luxury retailers are focusing investments that exclude their
store associates, they are forgetting about their most important asset."

A.T . Kearney's 2016 Achieving Excellence in Retail Operations study, titled "Retail Operations: People Are Still the
Best Investment," is based on the responses of more than 100 retail executives from the Americas, Europe and Asia
Pacific. The researchers also surveyed more than 800 North American consumers.

Delivering on expectations
Omnichannel retailing presents traditional stores with growth opportunities, since their profitability is no longer tied
exclusively to their in-store environments.

Retailers are taking action to adapt, as 86 percent have shifted their in-store strategies and measurements to
accommodate cross-channel commerce. For instance, store associates may be trained to make online orders for
customers in-store, with companies offering incentives to motivate sales staff to sell via ecommerce and fulfill
ecommerce orders with in-store merchandise.
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In the same survey from 2013, only 19 percent of retailers had a pilot program, whereas today more than 30 percent
said the same, showing their growing sophistication in testing new concepts.

Neiman Marcus' smart mirrors

Retailer's bounds in omnichannel may be getting ahead of consumers' pace, causing a disconnect between efforts
to innovate and sales results.

For instance, while retailers take on the costs of rapid shipping times that have sped from two-day to overnight or
even same-day, 75 percent of consumers expect shipping to take two days. Consumers were also more likely to say
that getting their product within the timeframe promised by a retailer was more important than fast delivery.

Technology is the most widespread area of concern for retailers, with almost all respondents saying they will invest
in technology this year. While retailers are spending money, almost 60 percent say they face challenges when trying
to execute or measure the efficacy of a particular investment.

Some of the most popular areas of technological investment within the in-store environment are inventory
management, the development of a mobile application, customer checkout and staff scheduling. Most of these
upgrades focus on consumer-facing technology, which 80 percent of shoppers say provide bad customer service.

One oversight that A.T . Kearney points out is investing in sales staff, since about 90 percent of sales still happen in-
store. The retailers that are most effectively leveraging technology are using it to develop digital tools to facilitate
associates' interactions with customers.
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Consumers also say that their likelihood of buying rests most on their experience and the service they receive. There
is definite room for improvement, as almost 50 percent of respondents say their training programs could use
"significant" work, and almost all say they are concerned about their staff's  ability to adapt to omnichannel selling.
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Around 75 percent of retailers say they plan to invest in training and additional staff, but A.T . Kearney suggests a
focus on resources to help them deliver customer service.

"Our study found 60 percent of retailers struggle executing and measuring ROI on technology investments with
investments not always aligned to consumer expectations," Mr. Fisher said. "It is  important to remember the
consumer and the store associate when making investments, aligning the focus of investments to what consumers
expect and how to better enable store associates to meet consumer expectations.

"For example, consumers consistently told us they are far more interested in receiving shipments within the
promised delivery window, even if it is  two to three days away, than getting it faster but being less reliable," he said.
"Many retailers have aspirations that outpace their internal capability to deliver, resulting in customer
disappointment. It is  essential that investments balance internal capabilities with the technology or infrastructure
investments that promise a better experience for consumers.

"In addition, the retailers that are investing in technology successfully are using it to help store associates to serve
customers better. It helps ease the burden of execution also, as associates are incentivized to learn, adopt and
implement new technology solutions to boost productivity, sales and potentially their own commissions. With those
tasks being more effective and efficient, the store associates will then have more time to directly interact with
customers."

Despite the rise in digital and mobile marketing in recent years, consumers still rely heavily on in-store sales
associates to assist them in making purchases, according to a recent report by the Luxury Institute.

The majority of consumers surveyed reported making most of their purchasing decisions in-store without
researching online beforehand. Luxury brands looking to improve consumer relations should focus more attention
on improving the in-store retail experience and providing consumers with ready assistance (see story).

Making a connectionMaking a connection

Social media is frequently looked at by retailers as means to drive engagement and spur in-store visits, but only 5
percent of consumers say that digital media has inspired them to go to a physical store.

Part of the lack of efficacy is seen in that two-thirds of consumers who say they do not connect with retailers at all on
social platforms. If consumers do engage with brands, they are most likely following to get access to discount
information, with supporting a favorite brand and keeping in the loop lagging behind.

When asked to rank retailers' touchpoints, including their store locations, product selection and loyalty programs,
social media was deemed the least valuable. However, A.T . Kearney says that retailers should not abandon their
efforts, but rather refocus their social strategies to be about creating a community online.

One retailer that has leveraged social media to connect its consumers is Net-A-Porter, which launched its social
shopping network The Net Set a year ago.

The Net Set

The Net Set was launched in May 2015 for Apple devices, including Apple Watch, giving users a platform that merges
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social media, fashion and shopping in a single app. Through the Net Set app, Net-A-Porter's consumers are linked to
fashion personalities, curators, designers and brands in real-time while labels can actively manage a social
dialogue and relationship with users (see story).

Consumers who are engaged with a brand across multiple platforms are the highest spenders, said a Barneys New
York executive at Luxury FirstLook: Strategy 2014.

The traditional consumer path to purchase needs to be amended to get results, and brands should instead focus on
creating exclusive content that is of value to consumers. This strategy skews content more toward CRM than media
to genuinely engage consumers (see story).

"Luxury retailers should engage with customers in similar ways they have been, but through even more effective
methods and channels," Mr. Fisher said. "Store associates remain a critical interaction point with consumers. With
the vast availability of consumer preference and behavior data, retailers can now equip their store associates with
consumer information like they never have before, making the experience even better for the customer and driving
more value for the retailer.

"Social media is presenting an opportunity to not just directly interact with consumers, but drive loyalty even further
with awareness and draw to the retailer," he said. "Currently, two thirds of retailers are not engaging with retailers on
social media and those that do, it's  mainly for discounts. There is a unique opportunity for luxury retailers to apply
social media capabilities to further curate new brands and collections.

"Emerging cross-channel capabilities also offer the opportunity to delight consumers through unexpected service
and engagement. For example, using customer specific information gained in-store to provide targeted promotions
online, and using online behavior to inform in-store associates to engage in more meaningful ways. The myriad of
delivery options are also highly valued in the luxury segment.

"For example, the ability to have an item from a favorite designer delivered to a client's door in another city or at a
hotel will delight the client, however, it may take a well-informed and capable associate to be able to make these
opportunities a reality."
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